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Abstract: This paper presents an approach for segmentation
of overlapping wheat grain in the process of quality
detection of wheat. The process of detecting wheat quality
from image is divided into parts, i.e. pre-processing, featureextraction and detection. For quality detection process
depends on every grain present in an image, therefore
feature extraction has to be done on every grain. For doing
a proper feature extraction every grain has to be isolated
from other part of the image to get better feature values. The
isolation process is the segmentation of wheat grains by
using Sobel operation and flood filling.

process for wheat grain extraction is divided into two
parts ([5]) i.e., level one and two segmentation.
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2. Generation of grey image of the given colour image.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The increasing e-commercial market in the field of
agriculture demands method for solving problems like
quality detection of grains, prediction of production of
crops and etc. Hence there is a requirement of portable
and fast method for grain quality detection with less
intervene of human, like detection of grain quality by
image, etc. There are many approaches were proposed
for wheat grain quality detection ([1] [3] [4] [6] [8]). In
general the wheat grain quality detection process consist
of three parts pre-processing, segmentation and
detection. Pre-processing deals with the removing
unnecessary aspect of image like noise, brightness
effect and contrast. After pre-processing segmentation
is done which isolates the grains for feature extraction
and also an important part because if grains are not
segmented in isolated form than the extracted feature
are not efficient. Finally the extracted feature are used
for grain quality detection.
In case of wheat grain segmentation it is not only
process of separating grain images form back ground,
but also required separate overlapping grains from one
another. So, in this paper our main concern is the
segmentation part of the wheat quality detection process.
Where segmentation is divided in two parts (Prakhar et.
al., 2017), where first part segments grain images from
background and second part segments overlapping
grains from one another. The section II consist the
process of segmentation and explanation of its various
parts. In Section III the results of segmentation is
presented and section IV consist the conclusion and
future improvements that can be done.
II.

WHEAT GRAIN SEGMENTATION

The segmentation is a process separating the object of
interest from background in the given image. In this
paper the object of interest are wheat grains in an image
and everything else is background. The segmentation
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A. Level 1 Segmentation:
In level 1 segmentation a threshold value of grey image
is used to extract wheat grains form the given image
and the process of extraction is given in procedure 1.
Procedure 1:
1. Removing noise from the given image.

3. Calculating threshold by Otsu method ([2]) for grey
image.
4. Generating a mask using grey image using threshold
value.
5. Using the mask for extracting grain parts and
applying an area filter for filtering out very large or
vary small segments.
First step consist of cleaning of image by removing the
noise for the image. In second step, colour to grey
transformation, which can be done in many ways like
taking only red component of an RBG colour image or
blue component or maybe an average of two or three
components (in the our tests the red components of
RBG-image is used as grey image). Third step the
threshold values is calculated by Appling Otsu method
on grey image, which later used in fourth step for mask
generation (mask generation process is given in
Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 1:
1. for all pixel in grey_image:
2. if pixel[i, j] < threshold:
3. mask[i, j] = 0
4. else:
5. mask[i, j] = 1
In the final step, the generated mask is used for
extraction of wheat grains segments from the
background. A special area filter (in equation 1-3) is
applied to the extracted wheat grains segments to
discard very small and large segments. The whole
process is also given in Fig. 1.
(1)
(2)
(3)
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Where a, b are constant (a=2, b=2 in testing for Level 1
an Level 2 segmentation) and n is the number of
segments, areai is the area of ith grain segment out of n
grain segments, areaavg average area, areal is the lower
area threshold and areau is the upper area threshold.
Therefore the area filter discards any segment that is
smaller than areal and greater than areau. The area filter
maintain the uniformity in the segments so, the
processing proceed smoothly.

6. The extracted is then selected or rejected based of
area filter.
7. Now the left in-between area is then flood filled
until it encounters other colour/number or boundary
of grain image.
8. Finally, the filled colour/number works as a mask
and help in extracting different grain.
In first step, the grain image out of cleaned image (i.e.
image after 1 step of level 1 segmentation) is take and
grey image is extracted (i.e. red components of RBGimage). 2 and 3 step extracts the border of overlapping
grain image by Appling Sobel filter while 4 step thicken
the border to divide overlapping grain image into
separate areas by Appling dilation on Sobel image. In 5,
6 and 7 step generate a mask for grains. Finally in 8 step
the generated mask is used to extract grain out of given
grain image. The whole process in given in Fig. 2. The
main ingredient of level 2 segmentation is the Sobel
filter which highlight the dark areas on the overlapping
grains and these highlighted area are then used for
segmentation of overlapping grains.

Fig. 1 Level 1 Segmentation Process
B. Level 2 Segmentation:
The level 2 segmentation is done for segmenting two or
more overlapping grains into separate grains. This
segmentation phrase exploit the dark areas respect to
other area of a given grain image as edges of grain by
applying the Sobel filter [7] and dilation operation. The
Level 2 segmentation is given in procedure 2.
Procedure 2:
1. Generating grey image of grain image.
2. Generating the Sobel image by applying Sobel filter
to grey image.
3. Otsu threshold is calculated on Sobel image and
applied to get a bordered image.
4. Dilation of Sobel image is done which makes border
thick.
5. The area in between thick border is extracted with
different colour or number.
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Fig. 2 Level 2 Segmentation Process (Where Cleaned
Image (L1) is the Segment of Cleaned Image from
Level 1 Segmentation).
III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The Level 2 segmentation is testing on a dataset of 70
images of wheat grains out of which 10 are single grain,
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44 are two-overlapping grains and 16 more than 2
overlapping grain images is used for testing. The results
are given in TABLE 1.
Table 1. Result of Segmentation on Dataset Of 70 Grain
Images. (Results and Code Present [9])
Grain
Number Of Correctly Not Correctly
Image Type Images Segmented Segmented

more than one grain fig. 3 (3, 4,). Also the problem of
disoriented grain image after segmentation fig. 3 (7, 10).
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

As the result shows there is three problems need to be
solve for better segmentation result:
1. Classification of image of single grain from image
of overlapping grain.

Single Grain

10

6

4

Two Grain

44

34

9

2. Shape approximation for recovering grain shape lost
or added while segmentation overlapping grains.

More Than
Two

16

10

5

3. Separating highly over lapped grains.
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Fig. 3. Result Images of Segmentation Test on Dataset
of 70 Grain Images
This segmentation method provide a fair estimation of
grain but still does not gives satisfactory results. There
are still some improvements to be made to segmentation
process to get better results. There are some observation
made based on results obtained by the described
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mistreated as border which in return gives a mask of
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